Voice Productivity for Mobile Retail
AccuSpeechMobile’s Universal Voice Utility is a software solution that provides a simplified fully mobile
approach for delivering sophisticated voice capabilities and seamless integration to your mobile in-store retail
workforce retail applications. The voice capabilities and application integration are achieved solely from the
mobile device, mobile computer, laptop and tablets.
Each retail worker’s application and device becomes a legitimate ‘collaborative partner’ in store operations,
extending and for management a ‘force multiplier’ that translates into more cost reductions and extended
profitability.

The AccuSpeechMobile solution extends the value of your existing IT application and

hardware investments, optimizing performance while eliminating any risky changes to applications or
business processes. Now hands-free, eyes-free voice capabilities provide your workforce with faster voice
transactions, instant voice access to retail information, and, in addition your applications can voice-support
and alter your mobile workers with the information they need.

Voice Functionality for All Your
Existing Retail Workforce Apps
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Manager Voice Alerts
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Check-Out Over-rides
Merchandise Compliance
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Re-Stocking

Alerts

Seamless Mobile Voice for Retail Apps
Inventory and Stocking Applications
Retail personnel receiving and stocking arriving
inventory and working the floor stocking shelves
are challenged with a series of manual and
visually dependent tasks, accurately executed to
ensure fully stock shelves for customers. Voice
control over

your existing mobile

inventory

Automated Voice Prompts to Workers
Voice Tutor for Training
New Employees

applications,
provides the each mobile worker
.
with the ability to maintain manual and visual

Step-by-Step Task Instructions

focus on each task, while sequentially receiving

Task Completion Confirmations

each voice assignment from your application,

Voice Manager Alerts

voice-directing task confirmations and accurately

Voice ‘Help’

voice-collecting related product quantities

Voice- Directed App Control
Navigation

Management Voice Alerts

Data Collection

Based on the analytics and inventory monitoring
built

into

your

applications,

‘if/then’

voice

Task Confirmation
Data Access Requests

programming is easily provided on manager

Any Existing Application Type

devices to provide OOS voice alerts, wherever

Client-Server

the manager is located, should any product

Terminal Emulation

quantity fall below any preset levels, enabling

.Net

appropriate actions to remedy the stocking or

Thick/Smart Client

inventory problem. The same level of flexible

Cloud

voice alerts can be provided for any status

Hosted/On-Premise

requirement that can ensure fast management

A Completely Mobile Voice Solution

response.

Merchandise & Plan-o-Gram Compliance
Merchandise and plan-o-gram compliance cycles
can be lengthy and error prone particularly with
paper-dependent systems or mobile keyboard
interfaces. Voice enabling these systems can
permit the retail worker to interact quickly allowing
fast visual inspection and voice confirmations,
errors or product/quantity deficiencies.
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Absolutely No-Server-Based
Voice Integration
No Server-based Voice Interfaces

